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Abstract

The famous Herbrand's theorem of mathematical logic plays an important role in au-

tomated theorem proving. In the �rst part of this article, we recall the theorem and

formulate a number of natural decision problems related to it. Somewhat surprisingly,

these problems happen to be equivalent. One of these problems is the so-called simul-

taneous rigid E-uni�cation problem. In the second part, we survey recent result on the

simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation problem.

1 Problems

This simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation : : : It has
too procedural a de�nition.
Vaughan Pratt, private communication.

We start with some decision problems having non-procedural de�nitions. Most of these
problems naturally stem from the famous Herbrand theorem.

1.1 Herbrand's theorem and six decision problems

The Herbrand theorem [28] asserts that an existential �rst-order formula 9�x'(�x) is provable (in
classical �rst-order logic) if and only if a particular disjunction '(�t1) _ : : : _ '(�tn) is provable.
Here each �ti is a sequence (of the length of �x) of terms in the signature of '. Note that n = 1
may not su�ce: for example, for the formula
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9x(P (a) _ P (b) � P (x)) (1)

the disjunction (P (a) _ P (b) � P (a)) _ (P (a) _ P (b) � P (b)) is provable, but no formula of
the form P (a)_P (b) � P (t) is provable. Recall that, by the completeness theorem for classical
logic, a formula is provable if and only if it holds in all models of its signature. In the above
example, in some models the formula P (a) _ P (b) � P (x) holds with x = a, and in the others
with x = b.

One can see at once that the Herbrand theorem is relevant to automated reasoning. It sug-
gests proving 9�x'(�x) in two steps: guess an appropriate number n (often called the multiplicity
to denote the number of copies of ' that can be used) and then �nd particular terms �t1; : : : ; �tn.
The following decision problem arises naturally:

Problem 1 (Herbrand Skeleton) Given a quanti�er-free formula '(�x) and a positive nat-
ural number n, are there term sequences �t1; : : : ; �tn such that the formula '(�t1) _ : : : _ '(�tn) is
provable?

The Herbrand Skeleton problem is equivalent to the following one.

Problem 2 (Formula Instantiation) Given a quanti�er-free formula '(�x), is there a single
term sequence �t such that the formula '(�t) is provable?

(To reduce Herbrand Skeleton to Formula Instantiation, transform a given instance ('(�x); n) of
Herbrand Skeleton to an instance '(�x1) _ : : : _ '(�xn) of Formula Instantiation where di�erent
�xi have di�erent variables.)

Formula Instantiation is obviously solvable in the case of pure logic, that is logic without
equality. To illustrate this, consider the formula

(P (f(y)) � P (x)) ^ (Q(y) � Q(g(x)) _Q(f(z))): (2)

The question corresponding to this instance of Formula Instantiation is whether there are terms
r; s; t such that

(P (f(s)) � P (r)) ^ (Q(s) � Q(g(r)) _Q(f(t))) (3)

is provable. This formula is provable if and only if the following is a valid derivation in a sequent
calculus (for example, Kanger's calculus from [31, 32]):

P (f(s))! P (r)

! P (f(s)) � P (r)
(!�)

Q(s)! Q(g(r)); Q(f(t))

Q(s)! Q(g(r)) _Q(f(t))
(! _)

! Q(s) � Q(g(r)) _Q(f(t))
(!�)

! (P (f(s)) � P (r)) ^ (Q(s) � Q(g(r)) _Q(f(t)))
(! ^)

This is a valid derivation if and only if f(s) = r and either s = g(r) or s = f(t). Here
\f(s) = r" means of course that f(s) and r coincide. For writing equations, it is convenient to
have a di�erent (from =) notation for the (formal) equality predicate. We will use ' for that
purpose. Instead of :s ' t we will write s 6' t. One can seek for appropriate terms r; s; t among
terms of the Herbrand universe of the signature � of formula (2). The Herbrand universe of �
is the set of ground terms (that is terms without variables) of �, augmented with a constant if
necessary. The necessity to augment � with a constant (that is nullary function symbol) arises
when � has no constant of its own and therefore has no ground terms.
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Early methods of automated theorem proving would check provability of instances of (3)
generating, in some order, all possible values for r; s; t in the Herbrand universe. This proved
to be ine�cient. Later, starting with Prawitz [46], people used free variable methods where
instantiation of variables to terms is delayed until some extra information about instantiation
is obtained.

In our example, such extra information can be obtained by analysis of the top sequents
of the derivation. Such terms r; s; t exist if and only if one of the systems of term equations
ff(y) ' x; y ' g(x)g or ff(y) ' x; y ' f(z)g has a solution. Solvability of such systems of
equations can be checked in almost linear time by the uni�cation algorithm of Martelli and
Montanari [41] or in linear time by the uni�cation algorithm of Paterson and Wegman [44]
using more complicated data structures.

For those unfamiliar with sequent calculi, we sketch an alternative reduction of formula
instantiation to systems of term equations on the same example, i.e. formula (2). Formula (2)
is provable if and only if so is its conjunctive normal form

(:P (f(s)) _ P (r)) ^ (:Q(s) _Q(g(r)) _Q(f(t))):
This conjunctive normal form is provable if and only if both formulas :P (f(s)) _ P (r) and
:Q(s) _ Q(g(r)) _ Q(f(t)) are provable. As above, such appropriate terms r; s; t exist if and
only if one of the systems of term equations ff(y) ' x; y ' g(x)g or ff(y) ' x; y ' f(z)g has
a solution.

What happens in the case of logic with equality? We shall give an answer later.
Until now we spoke about classical logic where provability of an existential formula 9�x'(�x)

is characterized by the Herbrand theorem. In intuitionistic logic, a closed formula 9�x'(�x) is
provable if and only if there is a single sequence of (ground) terms �t such that '(�t) is provable.
For example, formula (1) is not provable in intuitionistic logic: this well-known fact shows that
Formula Instantiation is equivalent to the following decision problem:

Problem 3 (Existential Intuitionistic) Is a given existential formula 9�x'(�x) provable in
intuitionistic logic?

We shall denote classical provability of a formula ' by ` ' and intuitionistic provability of
' by `int '.

One can show the equivalence of Existential Intuitionistic to a more general problem: the
decidability of the prenex fragment of intuitionistic logic. Recall that a formula is prenex if it
has all its quanti�ers up front.

Problem 4 (Prenex Intuitionistic) Is a given prenex formula provable in intuitionistic
logic?

There are several proofs of the equivalence of Existential Intuitionistic and Prenex Intuitionistic.
One way is to use the same skolemization that is used in classical logic. However, standard
skolemization introduces new function symbols which one may want to avoid. (Some results
explained in Section 2 depend on the signature). There is an alternative way of skolemizing
given by Degtyarev and Voronkov [13], where only new constants are introduced. We shall
informally illustrate it here. Existential Intuitionistic obviously reduces to Prenex Intuitionistic.
Let us take some instance of Prenex Intuitionistic and reduce it to an instance of Existential
Intuitionistic.
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Consider, for example, the case when the prenex formula has the form 8x9y8z9u'(x; y; z; u)
and the signature �. This formula is provable if and only if so is the formula 9y8z9u'(c; y; z; u),
where c is a new constant. The second formula is in turn provable if and only if so is some
formula of the form 8z9u'(c; s; z; u), where s is a ground term in the signature �[fcg. In the
same way reduce the provability of the third formula to �nding a ground term t of the signature
� [ fc; dg such that d is a new constant and '(c; s; d; t) is provable.

But how can we speak about �nding the desired terms s and t? There is a way. Suppose
for simplicity that � = ff; ag where f is a binary function symbol and a is a constant and
consider the following two formulas:

 1(x) = f(a; a) ' a ^ c ' a � x ' a
 2(x) = f(a; a) ' a ^ c ' a ^ d ' a � x ' a

The formula  1(s) is provable in intuitionistic (or classical) logic if and only if s is a ground
term in the signature � [ fcg. The if implication is provable by an easy induction on s. To
prove the only if implication, use e.g. [32] according to which  1(s) is provable if and only if
s ' a can be derived from a ' a in a calculus with axioms f(a; a) ' a; c ' a and derivation
rules that replace equals with equals.

Similarly,  2(t) is provable if and only if t is a ground term in �[fc; dg. The target instance
of Existential Intuitionistic is

9y9u( 1(y) ^  2(u) ^ '(c; y; d; u))

In classical logic, every formula algorithmically reduces to a prenex formula and thus the
provability problem for prenex formulas is undecidable, even for pure predicate logic (no equal-
ity or function symbols), even for \tiny" fragments of pure predicate logic; see e.g. [7]. In
intuitionistic logic, this is not the case which diminishes of course the role of prenex formulas.
The explanation is that classical equivalences like

' � 9x (x); where x does not occur in ', is equivalent to 9x(' �  (x))

do not hold in intuitionistic logic. For example, applying this equivalence to intuitionistically
unprovable formula (1), we obtain the intuitionistically provable formula P (a)_P (b) � 9xP (x).
For formulas without equality, Prenex Intuitionistic is decidable and PSPACE-complete (Vo-
ronkov [49]).

There are additional interesting problems that the Herbrand theorem gives rise to. One
example is related to the derivation skeletons as de�ned in Voronkov [50]. A derivation skeleton
is obtained from a derivation by omitting all formulas (or sequents) and keeping only the names
of inference rules (but ignoring the equality replacement rule (')) [50]. Consider an example.
In this and further examples we often omit parentheses in terms with unary function symbols
(for example we write ffb instead of f(f(b))).

Example 1 Figure 1 shows a derivation of the formula

8x(hx ' a) � 9y((ha 6' y _ y ' ghy) ^ (hb 6' fy _ y ' gfy))

in the cut-free sequent calculus of Kanger [32] (with some formulas omitted for simplicity) and
its skeleton.

The following decision problem naturally arises:
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ha ' a; hb ' a; a ' ga! ga ' ga
ha ' a; hb ' a; a ' ga! ga ' gha

(')

ha ' a; hb ' a; a ' ga! ga ' ghga
(')

ha ' a; hb ' a! a 6' ga; ga ' ghga
(! :)

ha ' a; hb ' a! a 6' ga _ ga ' ghga
(! _)

ha ' a; hb ' a; hb ' fga! ga ' ga
ha ' a; hb ' a; hb ' fga! ga ' ghb

(')

ha ' a; hb ' a; hb ' fga! ga ' gfga
(')

ha ' a; hb ' a! hb 6' fga _ ga ' gfga
(! :)

ha ' a; hb ' a! hb 6' fga _ ga ' gfga
(! _)

ha ' a; hb ' a! (a 6' ga _ ga ' ghga) ^ (hb 6' fga _ ga ' gfga)
(! ^)

ha ' a; hb ' a! (ha 6' ga _ ga ' ghga) ^ (hb 6' fga _ ga ' gfga)
(')

ha ' a; hb ' a! 9y((ha 6' y _ y ' ghy) ^ (hb 6' fy _ y ' gfy))
(! 9)

ha ' a; 8x(hx ' a)! 9y((ha 6' y _ y ' ghy) ^ (hb 6' fy _ y ' gfy))
(8 !)

8x(hx ' a)! 9y((ha 6' y _ y ' ghy) ^ (hb 6' fy _ y ' gfy))
(8 !)

! 8x(hx ' a) � 9y((ha 6' y _ y ' ghy) ^ (hb 6' fy _ y ' gfy))
(!�)

(! :)
(! _)

(! :)
(! _)
(! ^)

(! 9)
(8 !)
(8 !)
(!�)

Figure 1: Derivation and its skeleton,

Problem 5 (Skeleton Instantiation) Given a formula ' and a derivation skeleton S, is
there a derivation of ' with the skeleton S?

Skeleton Instantiation is very sensitive to the choice of the calculus and the precise notion of
a skeleton. In the case of formal arithmetic, Skeleton Instantiation may lead to the second-
order uni�cation problem (Goldfarb [23]). However, for some cut-free sequent calculi and
appropriate notions of skeleton, Skeleton Instantiation is equivalent to Prenex Intuitionistic.
Their equivalence can be shown using the so-called constraint technique of Voronkov [50]. In
the sequel, we speak about the version of Skeleton Instantiation which is equivalent to Prenex
Intuitionistic.

Let us now come back to Formula Instantiation. This problem has several reformulations
which serve as a basis for automated deduction methods exploiting the matrix characterization
of validity introduced by Prawitz [46]: in particular the method of matings (Andrews [1]) and
the connection method (Bibel [6]). The Herbrand theorem in these methods is reformulated in
terms of matrices and paths. It can also be formulated in a similar way in terms of tableaux
and branches. In matrix-based methods, given a formula, one constructs a sequence of matrices
and tries to �nd a substitution that makes all vertical paths in some matrix of this sequence
inconsistent.

Example 2 The formula of Example 1 can be transformed to a matrix:
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2
666664

hx1 ' a

hx2 ' a"
ha ' y

y 6' ghy

# "
hb ' fy

y 6' gfy

#
3
777775

The matrix has two vertical paths:

fhx1 ' a; hx2 ' a; ha ' y; y 6' ghyg;
fhx1 ' a; hx2 ' a; hb ' fy; y 6' gfyg:

The substitution fa=x1; b=x2; ga=yg makes both vertical path inconsistent. (This substitution
has been used to instantiate variables in quanti�er rules in the derivation of Figure 1).

Matrix-based characterization of validity gives rise to the following decision problem:

Problem 6 (Matrix Instantiation) Given a matrix M , is there a substitution � such that
every vertical path through M is inconsistent?

Matrix Instantiation is also equivalent to Formula Instantiation. Recall that Formula In-
stantiation is decidable in the case of logic without equality. It follows that all six problems are
decidable in the case of logic without equality.

1.2 Simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation

For logic with equality, the matrix instantiation problem naturally leads to the following com-
binatorial problem (Gallier, Raatz and Snyder [19]).

Problem 7 (SREU) Given �nite sets of equations Ei and equations si ' ti, where i 2
f1; : : : ; ng, is there a substitution � such that Ei� ` (si� ' ti�) for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng?

Let us give formal de�nitions.

De�nition 1 A rigid equation is an expression of the form E `8 s ' t, where E is a �nite set
of equations and s; t are terms. The set E is the left-hand side of this rigid equation, and s ' t
is its right-hand side.

A solution to such a rigid equation is any substitution � such that E� ` (s� ' t�). (In this
case, classical provability ` is equivalent to intuitionistic). The rigid E-uni�cation problem is
the problem of determining whether a given rigid equation has a solution.

A system of rigid equation is any �nite set of rigid equations. A solution to a system R of
rigid equations is any substitution which solves every rigid equation in R. The simultaneous
rigid E-uni�cation problem (SREU) is the problem of determining whether a given system of
rigid equations has a solution.

It is not di�cult to see that SREU is equivalent to Matrix Instantiation. For example,
Matrix Instantiation for the matrix of Example 2 is equivalent to the following instance of
SREU:

hx1 ' a; hx2 ' a; ha ' y `8 y ' ghy
hx1 ' a; hx2 ' a; hb ' fy `8 y ' gfy
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They are equivalent in a very strong sense: every solution to this system of rigid equations
makes all vertical paths in the matrix inconsistent, and vice versa.

In general, an instance of Matrix Instantiation reduces to a disjunction of instances of SREU.
For example, Matrix Instantiation for the matrix

2
64
2
64 a ' b
b 6' c
a 6' x

3
75 x 6' b

3
75

has a solution if and only if one of the following instances of SREU has a solution:

a ' b `8 b ' c
`8 x ' b

a ' b `8 a ' x
`8 x ' b

Conversely, SREU is reducible to Matrix Instantiation.
Summarizing the above considerations, we have

Theorem 1 The seven decision problems described above are all reducible to each other. If
one of them is decidable (undecidable) then so are the others.

Of course it is undecidable, because E-
uni�cation is undecidable.
Remark of a student of Link�oping University.

In the rest of this section, we will talk mostly about (non-simultaneous) rigid E-uni�cation,
i.e. the case of one rigid equation. Simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation will be considered in the
next section.

The reader may have heard about E-uni�cation. Here E stand for equational. The word
\rigid" is introduced to distinguish rigid E-uni�cation from E-uni�cation. The latter problem
can be formulated as follows. Given a �nite set of equations E = fs1 ' t1; : : : ; sn ' tng and an
equation s ' t, �nd a substitution � such that 8(s1 ' t1); : : : ; 8(sn ' tn) ` s� ' t�, where each
8 binds all variables in its range. For rigid E-uni�cation, we try to �nd a substitution � such
that ` s1� ' t1� ^ : : : ^ sn� ' tn� � s� ' t�. In E-uni�cation, all variables in the equations
si ' ti are treated as universal, while all variables in rigid equations are rigid: if we substitute
a term t for a variable v in any part of a rigid equation, we must substitute t for v in the whole
rigid equation. The word \simultaneous" means that we have to �nd a simultaneous solution
to several rigid equations.

Consider an example: x � y ' y � x `8 a � (b � a) ' (a � b) � a. This rigid equation has no
solutions. However, we have 8x8y(x � y ' y � x) ` a � (b � a) ' (a � b) � a, and hence the terms
a � (b � a) and (a � b) � a are E-uni�able in the theory consisting of one axiom 8x8y(x � y ' y � x).
In the derivation of a � (b � a) ' (a � b) � a from 8x8y(x � y ' y � x) one needs to use at least two
copies of the equation x � y ' y � x. The corresponding rigid equation with the two copies in
the left-hand side:

x1 � y1 ' y1 � x1; x2 � y2 ' y2 � x2 `8 a � (b � a) ' (a � b) � a

also has a solution, namely the substitution fa=x1; a=x2; b � a=y1; b=y2g.
When the left-hand side E of a rigid equation E `8 s ' t is ground, then rigid E-uni�cation

coincides with E-uni�cation: any solution to this rigid equation is a E-uni�er of s ' t and
vice versa. Hence, several results proved for E-uni�cation are also valid for rigid E-uni�cation.
For example, in Hullot [30] it is shown that in the case of ground left-hand sides there is a
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�nite complete set of E-uni�ers and in Kozen [35] it is shown that the E-uni�cation problem
is NP-complete in the case of ground left-hand sides. We demonstrate that this problem is
NP-hard, even for some �xed left-hand side. Take any propositional formula p using only :
and ^. The satis�ability problem for such formulas is NP-complete. Consider the following
rigid equation:

:true ' false;:false ' true;
false ^ false ' false; false ^ true ' false; true ^ false ' false; true ^ true ' true

`8 p ' true

It is easy to see that p is satis�able if and only if this rigid equation has a solution.
When left-hand sides are non-ground, rigid E-uni�cation is fundamentally di�erent from

E-uni�cation. E-uni�cation is in general undecidable. In contrast, rigid E-uni�cation is
decidable and NP-complete (Gallier et.al. [20, 21, 22]). The �rst procedure for rigid E-
uni�cation, described in [20], was not intended to be most e�cient; the purpose was to prove
the NP-completeness. Later, several papers presented other algorithms for rigid E-uni�cation
(Goubault [24], Becher and Petermann [3], De Kogel [18], Plaisted [45]). These newer algo-
rithms have been presented as either more e�cient or simpler than the original algorithm of
[20]. Notice, however, that application-wise the more important problem is SREU, simulta-
neous rigid E-uni�cation. The six decision problems of Subsection 1.1, equivalent to SREU,
witness this fact.

2 Solutions

In this section we review recent results on the decidability of simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation
and its fragments. The relation of these results to automated reasoning may be found in the
survey [17].

2.1 The undecidability

Question: We have seen papers asserting
that simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation is NP-
complete and NEXPTIME-complete. Which is
right?
Answer: Both are wrong.
Andrei Voronkov, private email communica-
tion.

Research on simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation started in 1987 and most results have been
proven in 1995{1996. Surprisingly, rigid variables in the context of resolution theorem proving
have been used much earlier by Chang and Lee [8, 36] in the so-called V -resolution and V -
paramodulation rules. They tried to use rigid variables in order to capture Prawitz's procedure
by resolution and to formalize the idea of reasoning with bounded resources.

In 1988{92, several papers gave faulty proofs of the decidability of simultaneous rigid E-
uni�cation. Finally, in 1995, the problem was proven to be undecidable by Degtyarev and
Voronkov in [12] by a reduction from the monadic semi-uni�cation problem whose undecidabil-
ity was proven by Baaz [2]. Degtyarev and Voronkov gave more comprehensive undecidability
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proofs in [15, 14] using reductions from second-order uni�cation, proven undecidable by Gold-
farb [23], and from Hilbert's tenth problem. We shall explain the ideas of the undecidability
proof in [15] and then consider further results on simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation below.

The undecidability proof in [15] gives a direct encoding of second-order uni�cation by si-
multaneous rigid E-uni�cation. We shall present second-order uni�cation rather informally; for
more details see Goldfarb [23] or Degtyarev and Voronkov [15]. Second-order uni�cation di�ers
from ordinary uni�cation in that it allows second-order variables. A second-order variable x of
arity n may occur in terms in the form x(t1; : : : ; tn). Second-order substitutions substitute for
such variables �-terms of the form �w1 : : : wn:t, where t is any �rst-order term. The application
of the substitution f�w1 : : : wn:t=xg to a term x(t1; : : : ; tn) yields the term tft1=w1; : : : ; tn=wng.
Ordinary �rst-order variables can be viewed as second-order variables of arity 0.

By introducing su�ciently many new variables, any instance of second-order uni�cation can
be reduced to a set of equations of the form x(t1; : : : ; tn) ' t, where n � 0 and t; t1; : : : ; tn are
�rst-order terms. For example, an equation f(z(y(a))) ' z(y(b)) can be reduced to

fy(a) ' u1; z(u1) ' u2; y(b) ' u3; z(u3) ' f(u2)g:

Consider an example second-order equation

x(y; g(y)) ' f(g(z); a; y) (4)

We are interested in ground solutions, i.e. in solutions � such that x�; y�; z� are ground terms.
Furthermore, we restrict attention to solutions that use only those function symbols of positive
arity which are present in the given equation. Among the admissible solutions for the example
equation are:

f�w1w2:f(g(b); a; b)=x; b=y; b=zg (5)

f�w1w2:f(w2; a; w1)=x; b=y; b=zg (6)

f�w1w2:f(w2; w1; a)=x; a=y; a=zg (7)

f�w1w2:f(w1; a; g(b))=x; g(b)=y; b=zg (8)

In order to encode second-order uni�cation, we use some properties of simultaneous rigid
E-uni�cation [15]. First, an appropriate rigid equation Gr(t;�) allows one to indicate precisely
those substitutions which make a given term t a ground term of a given signature � provided
that � contains at least one constant c:

Gr(t;�)*) ff(c; : : : ; c) ' c j f 2 �g `8 t ' c:

Lemma 3 A substitution � solves Gr(t;�) if and only if t� is a ground term of the signature
�.

We have already used this property of rigid equations (and even sketched a proof of it) in
Section 1 when we discussed the alternative Skolemization in intuitionistic logic (after presenting
Problem 4). In fact, rigid equations allow one to represent any regular set (Goubault [25],
Plaisted [45] and Veanes [47]).

Second, simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation can be used to represent application of substitu-
tions. We shall temporarily use substitution notation ft1=c1; : : : ; tn=cng where ci are constants.
This denotes the operation of the simultaneous replacement of all occurrences of ci by ti,
i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.
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Lemma 4 Let c1; : : : ; cn be di�erent constants and t1; : : : ; tn �rst-order terms such that no ci
occurs in any tj. Then

c1 ' t1; : : : ; cn ' tn ` s1 ' s2 i� s1ft1=c1; : : : ; tn=cng = s2ft1=c1; : : : ; tn=cng:

The two lemmas su�ce to represent second-order uni�cation. Indeed, consider any second-
order equation of the form x(t1; : : : ; tn) ' t. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
the signature � of the equation contains at least one constant. Let c1; : : : ; cn be new constants.
Form the following system R of rigid equations:

Gr(t1;�)
� � �
Gr(tn;�)
Gr(t;�)
Gr(x;� [ fc1; : : : ; cng)
c1 ' t1; : : : ; cn ' tn `8 x = t

and assume that a substitution � solves R. By Lemma 3, all terms t1�; : : : ; tn�; t� are ground
terms in the signature �, and x� is a ground term over �[fc1; : : : ; cng. Since c1; : : : ; cn do not
occur in t1�; : : : ; tn�; t�, we can apply Lemma 4 to the last rigid equation in R, obtaining

x�ft1�=c1; : : : ; tn�=cng = t�

Let � = fs1=x1; : : : ; sm=xm; s=xg. It is easy to see that � solves R if and only if the substitution

fs1=x1; : : : ; sm=xm; �c1 : : : cn:s=xg

solves the second-order equation x(t1; : : : ; tn) ' t. Thus, we can encode second-order uni�cation
by simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation in quite a natural way.

If we apply this encoding to our example second-order equation (4), we obtain the following
set of rigid equations:

f(a; a; a) ' a; g(a) ' a; b ' a `8 y ' a
f(a; a; a) ' a; g(a) ' a; b ' a `8 z ' a
f(a; a; a) ' a; g(a) ' a; b ' a; c1 ' a; c2 ' a `8 x ' a
c1 ' y; c2 ' g(y) `8 x ' f(g(z); a; y)

Some solutions of this system of rigid equations are

ff(g(b); a; b)=x; b=y; b=zg
ff(c2; a; c1)=x; b=y; b=zg
ff(c2; c1; a)=x; a=y; a=zg
ff(c1; a; g(b))=x; g(b)=y; b=zg

The reader can compare them with solutions (5){(8) of the original second-order equation.
Thus second-order uni�cation e�ectively reduces to simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation. This

reduction, the Goldfarb result mentioned above and Theorem 1 yield

Theorem 2 Problems 1{7 are undecidable.

Voda and Komara [48] considered a specialization of Herbrand Skeleton of the following
form. Suppose that n � 1 is �xed. Given a quanti�er-free formula '(�x), are there term
sequences �t1; : : : ; �tn such that the formula '(�t1)_ : : :_ '(�tn) is provable? They prove that this
problem is undecidable, for every n.
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2.2 Special cases of simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation

Currently, there are several proofs of the undecidability of simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation.
Besides the proofs mentioned above, there are proofs of Voda and Komara [48], Plaisted [45]
and Veanes [47]. Plaisted proved a stronger result.

Theorem 3 (Plaisted [45]) Simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation is undecidable even when the
left-hand sides of rigid equations are ground.

The technique used by Plaisted is di�erent from the previously used techniques. He reduced
the Post correspondence problem to simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation with ground left-hand
sides; furthermore Plaisted uses only systems of six rigid equations with three variables for the
reduction.

Veanes [47] improved the construction of Plaisted. He has shown how to simulate arbitrary
Turing machine using six equations and two variables.

Theorem 4 (Veanes [47]) Simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation remains undecidable under the
following restrictions:

1. the signature contains, in addition to constants, only one function symbol and the arity
of that symbol is � 2;

2. the left-hand sides of the rigid equations are ground;

3. there are only two variables;

4. there are only six rigid equations4.

This implies the undecidability of Problem 1{7 for any signature having, in addition to
constants, at least one function symbol of arity � 2. The restriction on the ground left-hand
sides gives rise to the following restrictions in other problems:

1. For Herbrand Skeleton, Formula Instantiation and Existential Intuitionistic: all negative
atoms are ground.

2. For Prenex Intuitionistic: every variable occurring in a negative atom is bound by a
universal quanti�er.

3. For Skeleton Instantiation: every variable occurring in a negative atom is bound by either
a positive universal quanti�er or a negative existential quanti�er.

4. For Matrix Instantiation: all positive atoms are ground.

The restriction of two on the number of variables yields the following restrictions.

1. For Formula Instantiation: ' has at most two variables.

2. For Existential Intuitionistic and Prenex Intuitionistic: the 99-fragment of intuitionistic
logic is undecidable.

3. For Skeleton Instantiation: there are at most two rules marked (! 9) or (8 !);

4It was noted recently by Gurevich and Veanes that three equations su�ce
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4. For Matrix Instantiation: the matrix has at most two variables.

These results leave open the decision problem for the one-variable case and for the case
with function symbols of arity � 1 only (we call it the monadic case). The monadic case
will be addressed in the next subsection. The case of one variable has been proven decidable
in [9]; the complexity of the one-variable case is addressed there as well. The decidability
of the one-variable fragment of SREU gives rise to decidable fragments of the other decision
problems. Taking into account the restrictions imposed by the two-variable condition, it is not
di�cult to see what those decidable fragments are. One less obvious case is that of Prenex
Intuitionistic where the implication is this: the 8�98�-fragment of intuitionistic logic with
equality is decidable.

2.3 The monadic case

We shall distinguish monadic languages by the number of unary function symbols. Following
Degtyarev, Matiyasevich and Voronkov [11], denote by �n the signature with n unary function
symbols and a countable number of constants. Let SREUn be the fragment of simultaneous
rigid E-uni�cation restricted to �n. First, we note that the case n > 2 is equivalent to the case
n = 2.

Theorem 5 SREUn reduces to SREU2.

The proof uses a standard coding of words in the arbitrary �nite alphabet by words in a
two-letter alphabet. Let S be an instance of SREUn with variables x1; : : : ; xm and constants
c1; : : : ; ck where k � 1. Code a unary function symbol fi in �n by the sequence f1f

i
2 of the

unary symbols in �2.
Let S 0 be obtained from S by replacing each fi with f1f

i
2 and then adding, for each j 2

f1; : : : ; mg, an additional rigid equation

ff1f
i
2c1'c1 j i 2 f1; : : : ; ngg [ fc1'c2; : : : ; c1'ckg `8 xj'c1

The additional rigid equations restrict the values of variables to ground �2-terms of the form
f1f

i1
2 : : : f1f

ip
2 cq, i.e. to the codes of �n-terms. It is easy to check that S is solvable if and only

if S 0 is solvable and that solutions for S 0 are exactly the codes of the corresponding solutions
for S.

Thus, it remains to consider the cases SREU0; SREU1; SREU2.
For SREU0, simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation is NP-complete (Degtyarev, Matiyasevich and

Voronkov [11]). There is a simple non-deterministic polynomial time algorithm for �nding a
solution � to any SREU0 system S of rigid equations. Just guess, for each variable x in S, a
constant x� among the constants of S; this gives you a candidate �. (If there are no constants
in S, then S is trivially solvable.) Then verify the ground system of rigid equations S� using a
known polynomial time algorithm (a congruence closure algorithm), e.g. the one of Kozen [34].

To demonstrate the NP-hardness of SREU0, we reduce the well-known SAT problem to
SREU0. Let C be a set of propositional clauses with variables x1; : : : ; xn. Without loss of
generality we may assume that �0 contains constants true and false. De�ne, for any literal L,
�0-equations L

+ and L� as follows:

x+i *) xi'true;
x�i *) xi'false;
(:xi)

+ *) xi'false;
(:xi)

� *) xi'true:
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For any clause c = (L1 _ : : : _ Lm), de�ne a rigid equation R(c)*) (L�

1 ; : : : ; L
�

m�1 `8 L
+
m). For

example, if c is x4 _ :x3 _ :x1, then R(c) is x4'false; x3'true `8 x1'false. It is evident that
� is a solution to fR(c) j c 2 Cg if and only if � satis�es all clauses in C.

It has been noted in Degtyarev, Matiyasevich and Voronkov [10, 11] that the famous word
equation problem has a simple reduction to SREU2. The study of word equations (also called
equations in a free semigroup or uni�cation under associativity) was initiated by Markov at
the end of the 1950s in connection with the then still unsolved Hilbert'a tenth problem [43].
The problem happened to be very hard and its decidability has been proven only in 1977 by
Makanin [38]. The precise de�nition may be found e.g. in [39, 40], we shall give here an informal
de�nition of the word equation problem.

Given an equality V ' W of words V;W in the alphabet ff1; : : : ; fng[fx1; : : : ; xmg, is there
a substitution � = fU1=x1; : : : ; Um=xmg of words for variables such that U1; : : : ; Um are words
in the alphabet ff1; : : : ; fng and U� = V �? For example, the word equation f2f3xf3 ' yf1y
has solutions

ff1f2=x; f2f3=yg
ff2f3f1f2f3f2=x; f2f3f2f3=yg

Hmelevski�i noticed that a �nite system of word equations reduces to a single word equation
[29].

The reduction of word equations to monadic simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation is similar to
the representation of second-order uni�cation, but is restricted to monadic signatures. We shall
use the symbols f1; : : : ; fn both as elements of the original alphabet to represent words and as
unary function symbols to write terms.

Here we only show how to represent the concatenation of words. Suppose that xi, xj
and xk are di�erent variables. We de�ne the system of rigid equations R in the following
way: R consists of all rigid equations expressing that xl is a ground term in the signature
ff1; : : : ; fn; clg, for all l 2 fi; j; kg and, in addition, the rigid equation ci'xj; cj'ck `8 xi'xk.
By routine inspection, we can check that the solutions to R are substitutions of the form
fV ci=xi;Wcj=xj; V Wck=xkg, where V;W are arbitrary words in f1; : : : ; fn.

This theorem implies that there is hardly a simple decidability proof for SREU2 because
solvability of the word equations is a very hard combinatorial problem (a mathematically dense
proof in Makanin [38] occupies 88 journal pages). No interesting upper bounds for complexity
of this problem are yet known5. It is only known that the problem is NP-hard (see e.g. Be-
nanav, D. Kapur and P. Narendran [5]). Makanin's algorithm [38] leads to a tower of several
exponentials (see Ko�scielski and Pacholski [33]).

In addition to word equations, some other relations on words can be represented by monadic
simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation. For example, suppose that R is a system of rigid equations
expressing that x and y have forms Wc and V c, where W;V are arbitrary words and c is a
constant. Extend R by the rigid equation x ' c `8 y ' c, obtaining a system R0. One can see
that the solutions of R0 are those substitutions � for which x� = Wc and y� = Wmc for some
word W and natural number m. Thus we can express that a word V is an exponent Wm of
the word W . In [26] Gurevich and Voronkov show the equivalence of SREU2 to an extension
of word equations with some extra relations.

Now, let us consider SREU1. The connection of word equations and SREU2 remains valid
in this case but now we are talking about word equations restricted over a one-letter alphabet
fsg. Representing a natural number m by the word sm, we immediately obtain that SREU1

5A.Ko�scielski, G.Makanin, L.Pacholski, K.Schulz, J.Siekmann (private communications).
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can express the addition k +m of numbers (corresponding to the concatenation of sksm) and
the divisibility predicate (if sk = (sl)m for some m then k divides l, denoted k j l).

The decision problem of satis�ability of conjunctions of atomic statements in the language
f0; 1;+; j;'g over natural numbers is known as the Diophantine problem for addition and
divisibility. This problem has been shown decidable in Bel'tyukov [4], Mart'yanov [42] and
Lipshitz [37]. Thus, there is a reduction of the Diophantine problem for addition and divisibility
to SREU1.

Degtyarev, Matiyasevich and Voronkov [11] give the converse reduction of SREU1 to the
Diophantine problem for addition and divisibility, thus establishing the decidability of SREU1.
This reduction is not easy to explain here in detail, so we only describe some more essential
ideas. Since every ground term in �1 has the form snc for some natural number n and constant
c, it su�ces to seek solutions among substitutions � such that each xi� has the form snici. The
algorithm of [11] tries to �nd appropriate ni and ci for every such variable xi. Since only a
�nite number of constants occur in the system of equations, constants ci can be \guessed" in
the beginning. Then the problem reduces to �nding the numbers ni. The algorithm of [11]
\simpli�es" rigid equations constructing some conditions on ni. We consider one case which
illustrates how the divisibility predicate appears in the conditions. For example, suppose that
some rigid equations has the form fsnic ' c; snjc ' cg [ R `8 t1 ' t2. One can notice that
for all numbers ni; nj, the system of two equations fsnic ' c; snjc ' cg is equivalent to one
equation fsgcd(ni;nj)c ' cg, where gcd means the greatest common divisor. Thus, the original
rigid equation fsnic ' c; snjc ' cg[R `8 t1 ' t2 can be replaced by a \simpler" rigid equation
fskc ' cg [ R `8 t1 ' t2 if we add the condition k = gcd(ni; nj). From elementary number-
theoretic facts it follows that gcd can be represented via addition and divisibility: k = gcd(l; m)
if and only if k j l^ k j m^9u9v(l j u^m j v ^u+ k = v). Using similar \simpli�cation" rules,
every system of rigid equations can be reduced to a disjunction of instances of the Diophantine
problem for addition and divisibility. This yields

Theorem 6 SREU1 is decidable.

This also implies the decidability of Problems 1{7 in the signature �1. The complexity of
SREU1 is investigated in Gurevich and Voronkov [27].
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